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Proof of concept lab services that provide
organisations with certainty before
deploying new solutions or making changes
to critical IT infrastructure.

Fast-track digital transformation initiatives and minimise technical risk when
implementing new applications and infrastructure, our multi-vendor Lab as a
Service (LaaS) enables you to evaluate and test products and services in a safe and
controlled environment.
Making it easy for organisations to achieve their validation and deployment goals in a cost-effective and
timely manner, our labs provide customised proof-of-concept environments that make it possible to test
out technologies in a variety of scenarios.
Alongside technical expertise and know-how, we provide everything needed to replicate your IT
environment. So you can thoroughly evaluate your proposed hardware and application deployments in
the initial planning stages of a project – ensuring nothing is left to chance.

With Bell, you can:
• Design, build, demonstrate and test - innovative technology products and integrated
architectural solutions prior to purchase.

• Undertake product, application and platform comparisons - and benchmarking.
• Devise proof-of-concept and design validation testing.
• Evaluate solution performance - sizing and disaster recovery strategy.
• Assess release-to-release compatibility - prior to upgrading in production environments.
• Undertake testing for integration into public cloud platforms.
• Undertake migration design feasibility assessments.
• Validate configurations

Skilled at helping growth-minded organisations
find the right technology fit for their needs
and make the most of their technology
investments, we ensure you won’t
encounter any unexpected surprises or
setbacks when it comes to deployment in the
real world.
Why work with Bell Integration
Boost digital transformation initiatives - We’ll help you streamline the
end-to-end process from idea generation to implementation. Ensuring you achieve
a highly accurate development and deployment process that reduces the risk
of delayed timelines or financial setbacks associated with potentially disruptive
implementations.

Vendor agnostic - We create simulated lab environments that mirror your
production environment, building in-depth testing scenarios that make it possible
to evaluate and compare the features and capabilities of competing vendor
solutions and make a fully informed selection. Now you can compare multiple
vendor solutions and combinations of products, applications and platforms in a cost
efficient and effective way.

Proof of concept - Validate your design to ensure the best possible solution
fit, prior to purchase. We can run individual proof-of concept services or multiple
proofs-of-concept simultaneously without ever exposing real data or damaging
company critical applications. As well as documenting the entire testing process and
outcomes, we’ll helping you determine the pros and cons of each solution you test.

Fast deployment - Utilise our buying power, engineering and logistics to enable a
rapid solution delivery.

Mitigate migration risk - Access our proven methodologies to reduce risk
and speed up integration. We can help you understand the incompatibilities and
dependencies that can get in the way of switching cloud vendors. Or undertake the
due diligence that will save time and money when transitioning new services and
applications to the cloud.

We provide a complete portfolio of services that reduce the time,
cost and risk that is often associated with modernising and managing
enterprise hybrid infrastructure.

Contact us
From offices in London, Portsmouth, Wokingham, Krakow, Hyderabad and Singapore,
we work with local and global customers across Europe and Asia-Pacific to streamline
every aspect of their IT management strategies to maximise efficiencies and increase
their ROI, year on year.

See how Bell Integration can help your business succeed.
Please contact us on marketing@bell-integration.com or visit
www.bell-integration.com
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